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Turning the Page
on a New Year
Gioya McRae
Is Helping Women
Rewrite Their Lives
Photo by Rita Lamar

Montclair’s walkability is something McRae cherishes.

The ‘Power to Change
Their Own Lives’
Coach Helps Women Identify Goals, Achieve Dreams
By Lynn Adamo
Photos by Rita Lamar
For Gioya McRae, the journey of a thousand miles began
with a self-published collection of murder mysteries. Though
she didn’t realize then the impact it’d have, that single step
inspired a rewarding career guiding other women on their
own paths of self-actualization.
“I always had a love of writing, but I did not envision this,”
McRae said during an interview at Montclair Public Library,
where she regularly lingers over new releases, perfects her
craft, solo or with Montclair’s Write Group, and teaches
workshops through the Adult School of Montclair (ASM). Her
warmth and openness make conversation easy.
Reflecting upon the course life has taken in the decade since
publishing “Mostly Murder: A Medley of Mayhem and Mystery,”
McRae embraces the fulfillment her role as life coach,
primarily to women over 50, brings.

“You start to become something different when you reach
out and try something new,” she said, seemingly speaking of
her own journey as much as that of those she coaches. “You
get back more than you expected.”
McRae empathizes with the women she coaches. She knows
the concerns that can accompany the notion of leaving a
relationship that’s no longer working.
“I understand the courage it takes to get out of that,” she
said. “But you have to believe ‘I’m worthy to move forward,’
and you have to allow it.”
Listening more closely
McRae’s workshops frequently focus on empowerment. One
recent session offered through ASM, “Self-Trust: Listening to
Your Inner Voice,” helped women identify their own emotional
triggers, effective ways of quieting their spirits, and finding
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McRae coaches individuals and leads workshops at Adult School of Montclair.

McRae’s coaching business,
Rewrite Your Life, is “dedicated to
helping women over 50 rewrite their
lives and find a renewed sense of purpose
so they can make a difference in the
next phase of their journeys.”
Learn more at
RewriteYourLifeCoaching.com.

solutions to their most pressing issues.
Self-talk and other interference can sometimes obscure
what your gut’s trying to tell you, McRae advised the class
but, “You have to trust you’re good enough to make your
own decisions, and be honest with yourself about why you’re
not moving toward something you want.”
McRae is no stranger to overcoming challenges and getting
unstuck. She has survived divorce, widowhood, bankruptcy
and bilateral hip replacements, and encourages students to
adapt when things don’t turn out the way they envisioned
they might.
“You think life is going to go one way and then it doesn’t,”
she mused. “Situations might look like they’re hopeless, but
there’s always a way to move forward.”
As she’s done throughout life, McRae writes daily, whether
it’s “a blog post, a script for one of my YouTube videos or
content for a new workshop. I usually come out with a new
book every other year.”
New favorite
She deemed her latest, a book and workbook combination
titled, “Reach Your Dreams Now: A Step-by-Step Guide to Creating
a Life of Infinite Possibilities,” her favorite because it “speaks to
the women I service today by sharing steps to overcome the
obstacles standing between them and their dreams.”
“Writing is cathartic for me,” McRae explained. “It’s a
way to release jumbled emotions and clear my head so I can
make my best decisions. I often incorporate writing in my
workshops. Not only do participants think through their
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A morning visit to the library.

issues more clearly, they can take their thoughts home and
review them later.”
McRae began writing mysteries — “my favorite genre” —
and had just published her first book when a friend urged her
to channel that accomplishment and general life experience
into teaching others how to overcome life’s challenges.
Initially McRae couldn’t quite see the possibility.
“Me, teach somebody something? No,” she responded to
the suggestion, “but the seed was planted.”
Quite fittingly, she named her business Rewrite Your Life.
‘Answers are inside of you’
She led her first small workshop in a cozy church basement
and has since presented for a range of local charities,
including S.O.F.I.A. (Start Out Fresh Intervention Advocates),
an organization that provides advocacy, supportive services
and referrals for temporary housing to women and children
affected by domestic violence. Through these classes, McRae
realized she had more of a passion for coaching women.
“I know how painful it is,” she said. “You don’t move
forward. You want to, but you think your dreams will never
happen.”
One reward on her current path is helping others reclaim
their personal power.
“I love seeing the twinkle in someone’s eyes when you see
that little bit of light and know they’re on their way,” McRae
joyfully confessed. “I love seeing they have the power to
change their own lives.”
Helping women clarify, then achieve, their goals is an even
greater reward.

“The answers are inside of you,” she concluded.
“Sometimes you just need a little nudge to get them out. And
taking that first step could take you farther than you ever
imagined.”

5 things I love about Montclair
1. The walkable nature. I’m so fortunate to live in
a neighborhood where I can walk to the library,
the museum, the movie theater and numerous
restaurants and boutiques.
2. Montclair Film Festival, many museum events, free
concerts and movies, and of course, arts and crafts in
the parks.
3. The people of Montclair are a wonderful mix of
cultures and ideas.
4. There’s a spirit of giving here.
5. The diverse organizations. I am a member of the
African American Cultural Committee of the
Montclair Art Museum and the Montclair Write
Group. Both organizations promote the creative
freedom I love.
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